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Original settlers made use of this stowed on me. T o be awarded the
Institution. It prevails everywhere
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water power* in a crude way, to degree of doctor of laws by a n inamong civilised and eeml civilized secured for Patrons of his Famous Graymoor Shrine are given below:
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•*flour City";, later on as the "The degree is peculiarly dear t o
disciplined according to the will of
salp of a bungalow. This he did say that it has been fulfilled.
•"Jfyiwer City'tandnow as the "Pow- me in that i t comes from a Francisthe parents. It is the accepted right
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Lamp Shades and Stands

Boudoir Lamps
Regular $3.00 Value Sale Price $1.65:

$5.95
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ROOT BEER
ORANGE
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Paul W. Friedler
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GEFFEN & POSNER I
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